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Anti Dumping on TDI, fuels the growth of the company:
Volume growth to accelerate post GST implementation coupled with strong rural sentiments:
The company's main product are in categories such as cooling systems, sealing gaskets, jointing gaskets and
sheets, and rubber products. These categories are basically from Automotive and other industrial related activities.
Volume for automotive sector is expected to pick up with implementation of GST which would have positive ruboff
on the sector. GST rates have been favourable for the automotive industry (rates under GST have been lower by
2% to 10% across most of the automotive segments), which would aid in growing automotive demand. Also, Auto
ancillary players are likely to benefit under GST as demand is likely to shift from unorganised players.
Volume is also expected to pick up on account of improved rural sentiments on the back of forecast of a normal
monsoon for the second consecutive year and higher sowing coupled with price hikes are likely to result in decent
topline growth.
GST, improved economic growth and normal monsoon which could build up a strong rural sentiments; are going to
be a game changer for overall industrial activity and auto ancillary space as well. These are the catalysts for
demand pick up of automotive and industrial related products in coming months and this would benefit the Banco
India as well.
Good consistent growth in business over the last 4-5 years:
The company operates in Industrial and Automotive related space with products such as cooling systems, sealing
gaskets, jointing gaskets and sheets, and rubber products. The customers of the company are from Automotive
sectors and OEM's mostly. Hence overall growth of the industrial activity and growth of Automotive & related
companies is good for the growth of Banco India as well.
For year FY12, the company posted net revenue of INR 1018 Cr which has increased to INR 1339 Cr in FY17.
Operating profits for FY12 were INR 131 Cr which has increased to INR 174 Cr in FY17. Net profit for FY12 was
INR 76 Cr which increased to INR 95 Cr in FY17.
The operating margins as a result of operating efficiency have improved by from 9-10% in FY15 to 12-13% in FY16
and FY17. This is key factor in growth of earnings and overall operating cash flows of the company.
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Business Outlook and Valuation :
At the moment at current price of 217, the stock is trading at (TTM) P/E of 16x. Going ahead we expect revenue
growth of 12% for FY18 and 14% FY19. Hence our expectations for revenue for FY18 and FY19 are INR 1500 Cr
and INR 1709 Cr respectively.
We expect company to maintain EBITDA margin around 12-13% for next two years. Going ahead we expect PAT
margins of 9% for next two years. Our PAT expectations for FY18 and FY19 are INR 138 Cr, INR 159 Cr
respectively. Our EPS expectations for FY18 and FY19 are INR 19.4, INR 22.3 Cr respectively.
We believe Banco Products (India) Ltd. at PE of 16x with ROCE around 20-21% is attractively valued as compare
to peers. For FY 18 EPS expectations of 19.4, we expect target price of 262.5 with a stop loss at 192.

FINANCIALS:
For the Year Ended March (INR)
Net Sales (Cr)
EBIDTA (Cr)
EBIDTA %
Profit Before Tax (Cr)
Interest  (Cr)
Depreciation (Cr)
Tax (Cr)
Profit After Tax (Cr)
PAT%
Diluted EPS (INR)
Shareholder's Funds (Cr)
Borrowings (Cr)

FY16A

FY17A

FY18E

FY19E

1204

1339

1500

1709

146

143

187

212

12.15

10.7

12.5

12.5

119

139

183

206

3.24

2

3.47

2.6

35

33

38

40

30

45

37

42

90

95

138

159

7.46

7.08

9.26

9.32

12.6

13.3

19.4

22.3

688

734

849

979

36.28

38.37

43.37

33.37
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Key Risks and Concerns:
●

Any downturn in the overall economic activity and industrial activity can impact company’s financials.

●

The company mainly provides its products to Automotive sectors and hence dependent on the growth of
that industry.

●

Competitors can create pressure on sales and margins at any point of time since it is operating in such a
industry.

●

Any adverse policies introduced by government can affect the overall sector and hence a company.

vScore: Value Score is our proprietary company rating system based on last 5 years of historical data and value investing
philosophy at its core. v360 combined with Macroeconomic indicators, projections, fundamental and technical trigger makes it
a 360 degree view.
Disclaimer: The information and opinions in this report have been prepared by Niveza Research Desk and are subject to change without any notice. This

report is for personal information of the authorized recipients. It should not be considered to be taken as an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any security.
This report is based on information obtained from public sources and sources believed to be reliable, but no independent verification has been made nor is its
accuracy or completeness guaranteed. The securities discussed and opinions expressed in this report may not be suitable for all investors and published with
presumption that the investors must make their own investment decisions, based on their own investment objectives, financial positions and needs of specific
recipient. A comprehensive due diligence effort is recommended.

Source: Niveza Research Desk
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